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SOUTHSIDE BEEKEEPERS MISSION STATEMENT
To help our members make recognisable improvements in 

their beekeeping knowledge and performance, to work 

towards the preservation and conservation of bees and 

other pollinators and to provide a vibrant organisation that 

attracts new members and retains its existing members.
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT

Hi fellow apiarist. While lockdown in 
combination with the arctic blast we have been 
experienceing in Melbourne recently, add to 
the general feel of doom and gloom, Winter is 
almost 2/3rds through, and it will not be long 
before spring arrives.

Associated with this change of seasons, are 
the perfumes of owers, the burst of new life 
and the gentle uptick in the hum of our four 
winged friends as our colonies start to ratchet 
up their activity.

Before you are immersed in the tasks that 
spring requires such as hive inspections, it is 
not too late to conduct maintenance on any 
woodware, as well as get new sets of frames 
ready.

We have some promising leads in the search 
for a new home for the club.

Elliott Yeoman has made contact with the folks 
at the Down Community farm 
(https://www.downscommunityfarm.org/) and 
asked if they are amenable to site the clubs 
hives on the community gardens. Elliott has 
heard back that the gardens are keen to have 
bees in the garden and need to discuss this at 
the next committee meeting.

I have written to the Frankston City Council 
also setting out our current predicament and 
asked if they can nd us a potential new home. 
Ted Cottle had mentioned that the Baxter 
Tennis club has been closed for a number of 
years, and I have suggested to the council that 
this may be a perfect site. The courts have an 
associated set of club rooms with toilets, and a 

kitchenette. I also oated the idea that the club 
would be more than amendable to helping 
keep the environs clean with regular working 
bees (no pun intended) to keep the weeds etc 
down.

The committee, and especially Mark Dowling, 
Sally Cooper and Ted Cottle have been 
working through a set of policies to guide club 
members on codes of behaviour as well as 
how to welcome new members. These policies 
cover everything from social media, conict of 
interest, budget planning, investment, sexual 
harassment, condentiality, governance to 
name a few.

The committee will be looking to nalise their 
input, endorse the policies and then email 
copies to all the members within the next week 
or so for comment.

It is hoped that these can be discussed, any 
amendments made and then approved by the 
club members at the next Annual General 
meeting which is proposed for the fourth 
Wednesday in August, the 25th.

Speaking of which, please have a serious think 
on how you can assist the club by joining the 
committee or putting your hand up to sit on the 
executive.

Join the Club’s Committee!

If you would like to nominate for any position, 
please forward your nomination to the club 
secretary Ted Cottle, no later than Tuesday the 
3rd of August.

Mark Collier, President

NEXT CLUB MEETING
7pm Wed 28th July 2021

Via Teams
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Committee Meetings
Our committee meetings are on the second 

Wednesday of each month however with the 

Covid-19 issue, they are conducted via 

Microsoft Teams. Members are always 

welcome but please call Ted Cottle on 0428 

429 547 for Microsoft Teams set up details.

Extractor Hire
Extractors are now available at 2 locations.

Ted Cottle at Frankston South 0428 429 547

Steven Rose at Brighton 0416 120 170

Hire is $70.00 for 2 days. This includes a 

$50.00 deposit, refundable upon the return of 

the extractor in a clean condition.

If you want a colony of Bees

If anyone requires a colony of bees please 

contact Mark or Ted to have their names 

added to the list .
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Ofce Bearers

 President Mark Collier
 mark@southsidebeekeepers.com.au
 M: 0407 553 022

 Vice President Sally Cooper 
 bixdale@bigpond.com
 M: 0419 362 545 

 Secretary Ted Cottle
 ted@southsidebeekeepers.com.au
 M: 0428 429 547

 Treasurer  Angelo Pannacci
 angelo@southsidebeekeepers.com.au
 M: 0423 094 087

Committee Members

 Steven Rose  M: 0416 120 170 
 steve@southsidebeekeepers.com.au

 Elliott Yeomans
 elliott@southsidebeekeepers.com.au

 Ilaria Andreani  M: 0413 087 560
 iandreani@southsidebeekeepers.com.au

 Andrea Teodorini  M: 0431 279 899
 ateodorini@southsidebeekeepers.com.au

Southside Beekeepers Meetings
We meet via scheduled on-line meeting noted in 
the newsletter.

Contact Info
M: 0413 104 191

Postal Address 
PO Box 3008 Frankston East VIC 3199

Post box emptied monthly

The Sting
Editor Mark Collier
mark@southsidebeekeepers.com.au

Copy for The Sting must be received by the 15th 
of each month.

https://www.facebook.com/southsidebeekeepersclub/

Web: www.southsidebeekeepers.com.au

Clive Hill has sent in the following article

“ I uncovered while reading about the history of 

our little friends, I found it fascinating and 

wondered if the next time you have space in 

“The Sting” that others might like to have a read 

also”

Thanks Clive,  an interesting article which I am 

sure will fascinate other club members.

It cannot be disputed that the Ancient 

Egyptians attached great religious and spiritual 

signicance to the honeybee. Bees were 

associated with royalty in Egypt; indeed, as 

early as 3500 BC, the bee was the symbol of 

the King of Lower Egypt! (The symbol of the 

King of Upper Egypt was a reed). There are 

many examples of bee hieroglyphs to be found 

in the records, as well as hieroglyphs for honey 

and beekeeper. 

Beekeeping has been practiced for thousands 

of years in Egypt. For at least four thousand 

ve hundred years, the Egyptians have been 

making hives in the same way, out of pipes of 

clay or Nile mud, often stacked one on top of 

another. These hives were moved up and 

down the Nile depending on the time of year, 

allowing the bees to pollinate any and all 

owers which were in season. Special rafts 

were built for moving these hives, which were 

stacked in pyramids. At each new location, the 

hives were carried to the nearby owers and 

released. When the owers died, the bees 

were taken a few miles further down the Nile 

and released again. Thus, the bees travelled 

the whole length of Egypt. This tradition 

continues into the present day.   

Bees and Honey in Ancient Egypt

continued on page 4

chief beekeeper of Amun

= He of the sedge and the bee

= sealer of the King of lower 

= bee

= honey

= beekeeper

= beekeeper

Egypt

Ancient Egyptians bake honey cakes

Honey was used by all classes in Ancient 

Egypt, indicating that it must have been 

produced on a large scale. It was used for 

everything from sweetening food, to preventing 

infection by being placed on wounds, to 

paying taxes. One marriage contract has been 

found which states, "I take thee to wife... and 

promise to deliver to thee yearly twelve jars of 

honey." Honey was exacted as tribute from 

conquered countries; for instance, many jars of 

honey were paid each year by the Retenu tribe 

of Syria to their Egyptian conqueror, Thutmose 

II.    Bee-related hieroglyphs
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Honey and wax were used for religious as well 

as practical purposes. Sacred animals were 

fed cakes sweetened with honey. These 

animals included the sacred bull at Memphis, 

the sacred lion at Leontopolis, and the sacred 

crocodile at Crocodilopolis. Mummies were 

sometimes embalmed in honey, and often 

sarcophagi were sealed up with beeswax. Jars 

of honey were left in tombs as offerings the 

dead, to give them something to eat in the 

afterlife. 

One of our favourite stories to tell kids is that 

when King Tut's tomb was open, a 2,000-year-

old jar of honey was found. And because 

honey never spoils, it was still perfectly edible!

It was widely believed in Ancient Egypt that if a 

witch or a wizard made a beeswax gure of a 

man and injured or destroyed it, the man 

himself would suffer or die. In a ceremonial 

offering known as the "Opening of the Mouth", 

priests used special instruments to place 

honey into the mouth of a statue of a god, or 

the statue or mummy of a king or other great 

noble. Certain lines in ancient rituals indicate 

that the Egyptians may have even believed that 

the soul of a man (his "ka", or double; the part 

which continues after death) took the form of a 

bee. Another ritual from the Book of "Am-Tuat", 

or "the Otherworld", compares the voices of 

souls to the hum of bees.  

"This god crieth out to their souls after he hath 

entered the city of the gods who are on their 

sand, and there are heard the voices of those 

who are shut in this circle which are like [the 

hum] of many bees of honey when their souls 

cry out to Ra."

It was written in another ritual, contained in the 

"Salt Magical Papyrus", that bees were created 

from the tears of the Sun-God “Ra” himself, 

whom the Egyptians believed to be the creator 

of the earth and the sea. Ra's right eye was the 

sun, his left eye was the moon, and he caused 

the Nile to ood.  
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Bees and Honey in Ancient Egypt - continued Dutch honey bees resistant to varroa mite imported to Australia to
help guard against the pest - by Tim Lee

Wall art of bees and honey

"When Ra weeps again the water which ows 

from his eyes upon the ground turns into 

working bees. They work in owers and trees of 

every kind and wax and honey come into 

being."  

Source:  

Ransome, Hilda M. "The Sacred Bee in Ancient 

Times and Folklore". London: George Allen & 

Unwin, 1937. Pp. 19-41.  

Written by Ayla Fudala, Planet Bee Educator 

Emeritus and Guest Author Graduate Student at 

the University of Glasgow

https://planetbee-foundation-

22tx.squarespace.com/planet-bee-

blog?offset=1512503442954

Bee breeder David Briggs works on imported genetic 
material at a quarantine facility in Melbourne.(ABC 
Landline: Tim Lee )

Hunched over a bench in a modest caravan, 

apiarist and bee breeder David Briggs slows 

his breathing and focuses intensely on the 

work at hand.

In this laboratory in north-east Victoria, his skill, 

if he's successful, will help shape the future of 

Australia's honey bee population.

Constrained in a tiny tube is a queen bee, 

rendered unconscious by a minute amount of 

CO2 gas.

She's the rst of several very special queens 

he's preparing to articially inseminate with 

semen collected from specially selected 

Australian drones.

    "We use AI [articial insemination] to 

control the mating and to ensure that the 

queen is mating with the genetic material 

that were looking for," Mr Briggs said.

It requires a steady hand and a powerful 

microscope. Mr Briggs has performed the 

procedure thousands of times over the years. 

But this time there's a great deal more riding 

on his skill and cool nerves. The queen bees 

are progeny bred in the Netherlands.

They're the rst successful importation of bee 

genetics into Australia in 15 years. What's 

more, these Dutch queens have special traits 

that give them some defence against Varroa 

destructor, a blood-sucking mite that has 

ravaged bee colonies around the globe.

"Their own, effectively communal, hygiene 

mechanism removes mites or interrupts the 

mite's breeding cycle before it can propagate 

in the colony," Mr Briggs said.

    Australia remains the only continent still free 

of varroa mite. Despite stringent measures 

around the nation's entry points, most believe it 

will inevitably breach our biosecurity defences. 

It is present in New Zealand, Papua New 

Guinea and South-East Asia. Feral beehives 

infected with the parasite can easily hitch a 

ride on any of the thousands of container ships 

that dock in our ports. So the $100-million-a-

year apiary industry, backed by the horticultural 

industry, is on the front foot. 

Some produce, such as almonds, avocados 

and melons, is entirely dependent on honey 

bees for pollination.

Dr Gerdts saw varroa's path of destruction in 

her native United States 30 years ago. Wild 

honey bee populations there are only now 

starting to recover. 

The quest to breed varroa-resistant honey 

bees has become a cooperative global effort 

by apiarists. It began in 2013, when Dutch 

apiarist JanBart Fernhout's prized queens were 

killed by varroa mites. 

Enlisting the help of amateur beekeepers 

across Europe and joining forces with 

American entomologists, he identied then 

selectively bred bees which, through fastidious 

hygiene, could counter varroa.

"What's really inspiring is that there's so many 

people that are passionate about this," Dr 

Gerdts said. continued on page 6
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"So you can breed resistance into any stock, 

into any managed, accepted commercially 

viable stock.

    “That's exciting and it's pioneering."

But getting these Dutch, varroa-ghting bees 

into Australia has been a nail-biting ride that 

came perilously close to failure. They had to 

pass stringent biosecurity measures in a 

Melbourne quarantine facility that had never 

before been used for bee importations and be 

vigorously screened for viruses and parasites. 

Then Mr Briggs had to entice them to breed, 

even though arriving from a European spring 

into a chilly Melbourne autumn went against 

their normal biology. 

Somehow he succeeded and enough viable 

eggs hatched for him to raise a new royal 

brood of queens. It's those queens, with their 

precious genes, that he articially inseminated.

The industry hopes this successful initial 

importation will make it easier for others in the 

future. It also links Australia with the global 

effort of protecting the world's vital honey bees.

 "We're really excited in Australia to try and 

capitalise on these breeding programs 

overseas and bring in those genetics," said 

CSIRO entomologist John Roberts. Dr 

Roberts's primary role was to screen the Dutch 

bees for the presence of viruses. He hoped 

Australian apiarists could further develop this 

strain of varroa-resistant bees.

    "It certainly could be a landmark for industry," 

he said.

“We'll see how much engagement we can get 

with queen breeders.”

For the moment, Mr Briggs isn't putting all his 

eggs, so to speak, in one basket.

He has left two foreign queen bees in the 

Melbourne quarantine facility over winter, in 

case anything goes amiss with their offspring, 

currently tucked away in his own nucleus hives 

in north-east Victoria. Those queens have 

started laying eggs.

When spring blossoms burst, this new breed of 

carefully selected stud bees — part-Dutch, 

part-Australian — will emerge from their winter 

hibernation to carry Australia's apiary industry 

into a new era.

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-07-16/bee-

imports-to-protect-against-varroa-

mite/100289356

Dutch honey bees resistant to varroa mite imported to Australia to
help guard against the pest - by Tim Lee

7

continued on page 8

Cartellate -
A special Christmas dessert recipe, perfect for Christmas in July!
- by Ilaria Andreani

In case my name didn't give it away sufciently, 

yes, I am Italian. I was born and raised in the 

Belpaese and for me, Christmas has always 

rhymed with winter, snow, family luncheons 

and… cartellate!

Cartellate are a typical Christmas and party 

dessert of Apulian cuisine – in fact, my 

grandmother was from Apulia and this recipe 

was passed on within her side of the family 

from generation to generation. In the Christian 

tradition, cartellate represent the halo or the 

bands that wrapped the child Jesus in the 

manger. 

The preparation of this dessert is not very 

simple (nor very diet-friendly) but the nal 

result is guaranteed to be sensational! 

So, do you have some honey left over from 

summer? Here it goes…

Ingredients
For the dough:

00 our (super ne or pastry our) – 1 kg

white wine – 100 g

extra-virgin olive oil – 200 g

water

To season:

honey – 1 kg

sugar

cinnamon

grated lemon rind

To fry:

vegetable oil
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00 our (super ne or pastry our) – 1 kg

white wine – 100 g

extra-virgin olive oil – 200 g

water

To season:

honey – 1 kg

sugar

cinnamon

grated lemon rind

To fry:

vegetable oil
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Australian Beekeeping Guide now available

The club has started printing copies of the 144 page plus 
cover Australian Beekeeping Guide and will cost members 
$25.00 plus postage. The cover is printed on 300gsm 
board, with a gloss laminate on the outside. Text pages are 
printed on a 128gsm satin.

Copies can also be downloaded free of charge from 
https://www.agrifutures.com.au/wp-
content/uploads/publications/14-098.pdf 

This book is an excellent guide to virtually all facets of 
beekeeping in Australia.
Chapters and topics covered are:

• Introduction to the honey bee
• The hive and its components
• Handling bees and beekeeping safety
• How to get bees and increase numbers of 
   colonies
• Apiary Sites and Flora
• Spring management
• Summer operations
• Extracting honey
• Winter management 
• Honey 
• Beeswax
• Requeening colonies and rearing queen bees
• Brood diseases of bees
• Diseases of adult bees
• Pests and enemies of bees 
• Parasites of honey bees 
• Quick problem solving table 

The club is now using this book as part of its “Introduction to Beekeeping Course”. If you want a single comprehensive 
source of information on beekeeping, this is the book for you. It also makes a fantastic present for any new beekeepers. 
Copies can be purchased from the club.
Send your enquiry to mark@southsidebeekeepers.com.au or call 0407 553 022

• Honey bee pollination
• Legal
• Additional information 

The Sting Issue No. 32 - July 2021
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Instructions
1. Place the our on a at surface, pile the our 

into a mound. Make a well in the center of the 

mound and slowly add the olive oil. Mix with 

your hands, breaking up any clumps;

2. Mix the wine in, continuing to work the 

dough and slowly adding water until you have 

formed a uniform, medium-consistency ball.

3. Roll out the dough to a thin layer of about 3 

mm. 

4. Using a uted pastry cutter (serrated wheel), 

cut strips about 2 cm wide. Then fold each 

strip lengthwise and form small pockets by 

pinching the dough together at regular 

intervals.

5. Roll the strip to form a rose-shaped 

decoration, pinching the edges to help it hold 

together. Make sure there are pockets and also 

some gaps between the dough. Repeat until 

all dough has been used.

Cartellate - continued

8. While you are frying, heat the honey in a 

deep pot or double boiler (add a bit of water to 

the honey to make it melt more easily) until it 

boils softly.

9. Pat your fried cartellate on paper towels to 

blot excess oil, then dip them in the hot honey 

for 1-2 minutes per side (only turn them over 

once).

10. Place the cartellate on a cooling rack 

(excess honey should be able to drip off) and 

dust with the mix of sugar, cinnamon and 

lemon rind. Serve on a tray.

11. OPTIONAL (but recommended!): call 

your doctor to postpone that cholesterol test 

you had booked…

6. Let the cartellate rest on paper towel or 

baking paper overnight, or at least 5 hours.

7. Heat olive oil in a deep pan until it sizzles. 

Place the cartellate in the pan and fry them 

until slightly golden.
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Biosecurity Signs

V I S I TORS
PLEASE RESPECT

THIS APIARY BELONGS TO:

CALL IN THE EVENT OF AN EMERGENCY
DO NOT ENTER THIS APIARY WITHOUT PRIOR APPROVAL

EXOTIC PLANT PEST HOTLINE

1800 084 881

HONEY BEE BIOSECURITY

BEEKEEPER CONTACT

A4 Biosecurity signs can be purchased from 
the club for $10.00 each. Contact Mark Collier 
on 0407 553 022, email 
mark@southsidebeekeepers.com.au.

These are small enough to t into a padded 
satchel so can be posted.

Biosecurity Manual for Beekeepers now available

beekeepersRegistered Association: 148694062 Club

beekeepersbeekeepers
Southside

Dr Jenny Shanks from Plant Health Australia has given the club 
permission to print copies of the  Biosecurity Manual for 
Beekeepers v1.1 (©Plant Health Australia 2016) for members. 
Jenny kindly informed us that there are no royalty payments 
required.

Copies of this 64 page full colour publication can be ordered 
through the club and will cost members $15.00 or a free pdf copy 
can be downloaded from the club’s website.

Order or purchase copies at monthly meetings.

As you may be aware the honey bee industry, represented by the 
Australian Honey Bee Industry Council, (AHBIC), in consultation 
with all beekeepers and governments, has worked to develop the 
Australian Honey Bee Industry Biosecurity Code of Practice 
(Code). In July 2016, AHBIC endorsed the Code and its gradual 
adoption across Australia.

The Code provides a clear framework for all beekeepers to 
engage in best-practice biosecurity. Its purpose is to help 
improve the management of established pests and diseases, 
as well as increase preparedness and surveillance for exotic 
pests and diseases that threaten our honey bee industry, such 
as the Varroa mite.

A copy of the Code can be downloaded from http://honeybee.org.au/programs/code-of-practice-and-
national-bee-biosecurity-program/

The new Livestock Disease Control Regulations 2017 incorporating the Code came into effect on 12 June 2019. The 
new regulations cover activities that all beekeepers should already be undertaking to minimise the impact 
of pests and diseases on their own hives and those of their fellow beekeepers.

Some new regulations apply to all beekeepers ; others apply only to beekeepers with 50 or more hives.

There are consequences for failing to comply with all apiary legislation in Victoria which may include being issued with 
an infringement notice or court action for more serious or repeat offences. It is your responsibility to familiarise yourself 
with the requirements that relate to you or seek assistance if you are not sure.

A copy of the Regulations can be downloaded from the Victorian Legislation and Parliamentary Documents website 
http://www.legislation.vic.gov.au/. At the site, click on Victorian Law Today to search for the Regulations.

Barbara Whittle, has written to the club enquiring if any club members would like to site a hive(s) 

on her property. Barbara writes:

Hi there, we have just moved onto a 2.5 acre block in Langwarrin and would love to have 

a few beehives in the garden without managing them ourselves. More like an 

arrangement that we provide the land in return for the odd pot of honey. Are these 

arrangements common? Would you be able to recommend how to go about this? 

We have started buying and planting a lot of owering natives on our block of land, 

focusing on those attracting bees. 

Perhaps one day I will have time to learn about proper bee-keeping myself. 

Thank you for your help and best wishes,

Barbara Whittle

Barbara can be contacted by email babz@bigpond.net.au or phone 0418395194

Business BUZZ

Our Club Sponsors
We would like to give a great thank you to our wonderful sponsors:

Frankston City CouncilBunnings
K E I T H E D W A R D S
l a n d s c a p e c o n s u l t a n t

M 0408 355 307
E keithmaxed@outlook.com

newartworx
D E S I G N  P R I N T W E B

i n fo@newartworx.com.au
9790 0455
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